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PREFACE

The anomalous transport observed In tokamaks is approximately two orders

of magnitude larger than the neoclassical prediction for electron heat

conduction and particle diffusion. Explanation of this anomaly is thus

one of the most fundamental physics problems facing fusion. Despite the

increase in gross con. inement parameters, such as nx and ion temperature,

achieved in tokamaks during the past decade, progress has been comparatively

slow towards the understanding of basic confinement physics issues. The

reasons for this are many, and we list only a few in the following:

1. The bulk of the theory effort has been focused on the linear stability

analysis of complex tokamak plasmas, and in fact a great deal of

progress has been made in this area. The proof of absolute stability

of drift modes in the slab model with sheared magnetic field, the

invention of the ballooning formalism, and the formulation of a

generalized energy principle are but a few examples of the recent

elegant achievements. With few exceptions, we can now predict with

some confidence the linear stability properties of a given equilibrium

plasma. However, such a concentration of effort on linear analysis

has unavoidably diluted the effort in the development of nonlinear theory.

2. The problem of anomalous transport is in fact a nonlinear one. The

observed level of density fluctuation is high: 6n/n » 1/kl. >p^/L,

and the frequency spectrum for a given k is broad: &(% > w^.

This suggests that the problem involves strong turbulence and that

the nonlinearity is hydrodynamic in nature. Hydrodynamic turbulence

is a long-standing difficult problem and is further complicated in a
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plasma due to linear and nonlinear wave-particle interactions. Only

recently has this area of theory research received more attention.

The further development of a nonlinear strong turbulence theory

requires close interaction among analytic and numerical theorists and

experimenters. A further complication is the fact that fluctuation

levels and overall confinement do not correlate in an obvious manner.

3. The experimental tokamak program in the past decade has concentrated

on improving parameters and has been quite successful in doing so.

As long as the key parameters are improving with greater size and

power one might argue that we can rely on emperical scaling laws and

have no need of deeper understanding. After all, the airplane was

first invented without the help of a sophisticated theory of

aerodynamics. (To be surs, the capital cost for building a test

fusion reactor is so high that the possibility of trying a large

number of models, as in the case of the airplane, is slim). As a

result, there has not been a concentrated effort on physics under-

standing in the large tokamak devices. In particular, there has

been little, if any, devoted time in large tokamaks for studying the

correlation of density fluctuations and transport. Recently, the

apparent failure of empirical scaling laws, particularly under

conditions of strong auxiliary heating, has underscored our need for

improved understanding of tokamak confinement.

4. Because the theory of strong plasma turbulence is difficult, its

development must be guided by experiments. However, due to the

aforementioned lack of experimental correlation between fluctuations
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and transport, there have been insufficient hints provided to the

theorists. In a kind of feedback loop, the slow progress on the

development of strong turbulence theory then further hinders the

development of a meaningful confinement experimental program.

To address this situation, the Department of Energy and the University

of Maryland jointly convened this meeting on anomalous transport and

fluctuations in tokamaks. This is, apparently, the first such meeting

between theorists and experimentalists actively working on these

problems. As a result of this meeting, we hope an interactive theory

experiment program on confinement physics can be formulated, resulting

in more theory effort directed toward nonlinear problems and more

experimental time devoted tu the understanding of physical processes

of a high-temperature tokamak plasma.

D. B. Nelson C. S. Liu
U. S. Department of Energy University of Maryland
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

A planning workshop on fluctuations and anomalous transport in tokamaks

was held May 7-8 at the Adult Education Center of the University of

Maryland, College Park, Maryland. The purpose of this workshop was to

review the present state of the art of fluctuations measurements and

anomalous transport theories and to explore an experimental/theoretical

approach to the predictive understanding of these two issues which are

critical to understanding tokaaiak energy and particle confinement.

The workshop had 18 participants from the following 12 institutions:

Bell Laboratories, California Institute of Technology, College of William

and Mary, General Atomic Company, Institute for. Fusion Studies,

Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Oak Ridge National Laboratory,

Princeton University, University of California at Los Angeles, University

of Maryland, University of Texas at Austin, and University of Wisconsin.

Ten of the participants were theorists and eight were experimentalists.

The workshop was planned to be small enough to permit discussion of the

issues involved.

The workshop was divided into three sections: review of experiments on

fluctuations in tokamaks, review of theories of anomalous transport, and

discussion of directions for future research and experimental/theoretical

collaboration. Each session was assigned a recording secretary to take

notes which were used in preparing this report. The report includes the

activities, conclusions, and recommendations of the workshop.



General Conclusions

Several Important conclusions are evident from the proceedings of this

workshop. The first is that confinement in tokamaks is strongly affected

by anomalous processes, i.e., those not explainable by binary coulomb

collisions. For electrons, the observed energy confinement is roughly

fifty times worse than classical predictions. Present belief is that

this anomalous transport is caused by fluctuations, very likely some

form of unstable drift wave. Thus the study of fluctuations is important

to understand the scaling of confinement, and if possible, to devise

methods which would reduce the anomalous transport.

The second conclusion is that there is need for close interaction between

experiment and theory to make progress in explaining these processes.

Both the measurements and the calculations are extremely difficult, and

it is likely that without such interaction we will not achieve a predictive

understanding of anomalous transport. Impressive progress has been

made, both in improved fluctuation measurements a.nd in theoretical models

of turbulence, but the connection between the two is still quite weak.

In fact, it is not clear that we will ever achieve a first principles

understanding of turbulent plasma behavior. This achievement has eluded

the hydrodynamicists despite over one hundred years of research, and

turbulence is known to be a very difficult area of physics. However,

the importance of anomalous transport is great enough that it is worth

considerable effort to understand it. Perhaps a useful middle ground
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will emerge from such effort, less empirical than "Alcator scaling," but

not yet a rigorous first principles prediction.

The third conclusion is that fluctuation and transport experiments require

machine time and careful control of plasma parameters. Thus the sort of

experiment on large machines which is felt to be needed for the under-

standing of confinement may conflict with other programmatic needs.

Small machines and piggy-back experiments on large machines serve a ve-y

useful role, but they cannot substitute for dedicated time on large

experiments. To date only very limited amounts of dedicated time have

been made available for fluctuation measurements.

The fourth conclusion is that fluctuation measurements must be accompanied

by detailed measurements of other plasma properties if they are to be

useful to theorists. In addition to the standard diagnostics for n e,

n-[, T e, and T^, information on local transport rates (such as by

heat pulse propagation) and on MHD activity will be helpful. In addition,

correlations between fluctuation measurements, such as <n E>, would

help to test theoretical models.

The final conclusion is that new diagnostics and better theory are

needed. There has recently been impressive improvement in laser

scattering techniques for measuring density fluctuations, and ion beam

probes show promise for measuring fluctuating electric fields. But

measurement of fluctuating magnetic fields is presently done only by

probes, which are limited to low temperature and density plasmas.

Theoretical studies have been most successful for weak turbulence,
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where eigenfunctions of the linearized equations can be used. Experi-

mental evidence suggests that tokamaks may be in the strong turbulence

regime, and if this is correct, models based on weak turbulence

approximations would be inaccurate.
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SUMMARY OF EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The following speakers contributed to the discussion of experimental

measurements and/or scaling:

Speaker Affiliation Topic

E. Mazzucato PPPL PLT/ATC Microwave Scattering

R. Waltz GA Empirical Scaling Laws

D. Overskei MIT Alcator-C Confinement

C. Surko Bell Labs/MIT Alcator-C C02 Scattering

J. Callen U. of Wisconsin MHD Transport Effects

S. Zweben UCLA/Caltech Probe Measurements of
Fluctuations

Overview

Dr. Mazzucato led off the morning's discussion by pointing out that we do

not as yet have an understanding of the cause of anomalous transport in

tokamaks. He emphasized that more and better experimental measurements

will be needed in order to achieve an understanding of this difficult

area. Also mentioned was the fact that scattering measurements of n

are in themselves not sufficient to estimate fluctuation-induced transport,

i.e., that some theoretical model for E is also necessary.

Dr. Waltz summarized the "conventional wisdom" of empirical confinement

and transport in tokamaks. He concluded that the best fit to data for

ohmically heated experiments was of the form T £ ~ na
2 (T/I4'5a~^'5Z

where -Ky<l; however, there is still considerable scatter (« x 2)

in the experiment's conformant to this scaling. He emphasized that

global confinement scalings were only a crude measure of transport, and

that radially-resolved models are necessary for a detailed understanding.
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Dr. Overskei presented recent, data from Alcator-C which indicated a >

factor of two deterioration from the expected T ~ na^ at high density

(n > 2xlO14 cm"3). No clear-cut cause has yet been found for this

behavior; however, it was noted that, in this regime, the ion temperatures

were unexpectedly low, perhaps indicating an anomalously large ion heat

conductivity ~ 5-8 times neoclassical at high density. The need for

improved accuracy of the standard diagnostics to > 5% was mentioned.

Dr. Surko presented some preliminary data for n/n as measured by CO2

scattering on Alcator-C. The density fluctuation level near the limiter

was large (n/n ~ .5) as it had been for the high density Alcator-A case;

however, the frequency spectrum of n was broader for -C than it was

for -A. There was apparently a minimum of n/n at r/a ~ .5 which is

under further investigation.

Professor Callen reviewed the possible effects of MHD modes on confinement.

He pointed out that the heat pulse propagation experiments on ORMAK and

Alcator-A have shown that heat conduction is a di'ffusive process, i.e.,

that it is most likely due to small-scale fluctuations. However, he

pointed^out a correlation between large island size (at low q) and a

deterioration of confinement, which indicaced that island-induced transport

also needs to be included in confinement models.

Dr. Zweben described probe measurements of fluctuations made on the low

power density tokamaks at UCLA and Caltech. On both Macrotor and the CIT

tokamak broadband spectra of Br were found with B_/Rp ~ 10

at r ~ a/2. Also, broadband spectra in n were also measured with
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n/n ~ .3 near the limlter; however, no clear-cut linear relationship

between the B and n was detected on Macrotor. Such probe measurements

would be limited to the edge regions of large hot tokamaks where

n ~ 10 1 2 cm"3 and T ~ 100 ev.

Some Details

1) Mazzucato's new microwave scattering system on PLT continues to show broad

u) and k spectra in much reduced scattering volume, typically 2 cm x 10 cm,

i.e., the previously observed broadening on ATC and PLT was not due

to poor spacial resolution-

2) For PLT, tpyically rf/n ~ 1% at r/a - .5. The spectrum width is narrower

at large k, typically Aw ~ 200 kHz at k • 20 cm"1 and Au ~ 400 kHz

at k = 4 cm"1. A shift of the spectrum in the electron diamagnetic

drift direction is observable particularly at small k.

3) There are systematic effects of neutral beam injection on the scattered

microwaves on PLT- A narrow band ~ 50 kHz signal is observed during

injection at apparently small k » 10; however, this signal may be due to

a large-scale (k << 10) structure as coincidentally observed in the soft

x-ray detectors. With unbalanced tangential injection the scattered

spectrum shift qualitatively as expected from Doppler rotation; however,

the spectrum also broadens considerably to ~ 1 MHz.

4) The growth of in = 2 and m = 3 MHD modes in the high density phase of

Alcator-C discharges was described by Overskei. The density at which

this MHD activity starts is approximately cc B 2 and independent of I.

This is a possible source of the degradation of T at high n.
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5) Langmuir probe measurements on Macrotor showed only a partial corre-

lation between density n and floating potential <j> fluctuations

at two nearby points (between which there is a nearly perfect corre-

lation between n and n or <j> and <f>). A three-probe measurement

of E versus n is being done at Caltech to directly estimate E x B

transport.

6) Waltz described many of the successes and shortcomings of confinement

scalings. The "turnover" observed in x versus n for ohmically heated

tokamaks is well described by the neoclassical ion loss term becoming

dominant at high n. Particle confinement can be described by D ~ x/4;

however, a pinch force is needed in addition to the 3n/3r driven

terms in order to model gas puffing experiments. There is a fairly

clear experimental indication that <e = nxe is larger near the edge

than at the center of the plasma, a tendency which is, for example,

represented in the Coppi-Mazzucato scaling x(r) ~ r^ nT«

S. Zweben
UCLA/Caltech
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REVIEW OF THEORIES OF ANOMALOUS TRANSPORT

Particle or energy transport across a magnetic field can arise from either

magnetic or electric fluctuations. Magnetic fluctuations along the

direction of plasma inhomogeneity enable electrons to step across the

equilibrium field by flowing along the total magnetic field. Electric

field perturbations cause particles to E x B drift in the direction of

inhomogeneity and thus cause transport. Both magnetic (probes) and

electric field (inferred from measurements of n) fluctuations have

been measured on tokamaks. The goal of theoretical models of anomalous

transport is to (1) identify the source of fluctuations, (2) explain the

observed amplitudes and spectra of the density and magnetic fluctuations

and (3) to calculate the particle and energy transport rates. A brief

summary of the theoretical work on transport in tokamaks was presented by

P. Liewer. Various authors have addressed one or more of the three main

objectives with some success yet no single theory successfully emcompasses

all three.

The potential importance of magnetic fluctuations in causing transport

has been recognized in recent years and transport in an assumed spectrum

of magnetic fluctuation has been calculated by a number of authors.* An

upper bound on the transport rate can be calculated in the collisionless

limit (collisions can only reduce the transport rate). Unfortunately, in

the UCLA (macrotor) and Caltech tokamaks, the only tokamaks where the

magnetic fluctuations have been extensively documented,2 this transport

rate is two orders of magnitude too small to explain the observational

confinement time. This conclusion, of courea, may not extrapolate to

higher temperature machines where electron parallel thermal conduction is
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much greater and a given level of magnetic fluctuations would cause much

greater transport.

Possible sources of magnetic fluctuations are microtearing modes,•*»* finite

- 0 drift waves,5 or rippling modes.6 Microtearing modes are domiiuntly

magnetic perturbations driven unstable by the electron temperature gradient

for to* < ve£. The linearly unstable spectrum is therefore sensitive

to the plasma density through ve±* By contrast the experimental spectrum

in the microtor and Caltech tokamaks is rather insensitive to density.2

The linear theory of this instability, however, is not yet complete since

the effects of toroidal geometry on the mode are completely unknown. An

investigation of the saturation and transport associated with the nonlinear

development of the microtearing modes has been carried out in a nonsheared

magnetic field and yields fluctuation levels consistent with experimental

observations.-' However, the experimentally observed spectrum has not yet

been explained. The apparent absence of correlation between the density

and magnetic fluctuations as measured experimentally may be a reflection

of the very low beta plasma being probed, or may be due to dominance of

strong turbulence effects that could substantially reduce the intrinsic

coupling between the electrostatic and magnetic fluctuations implied by

linear and weak turbulence theories. The possible role of the rippling

mode in producing the observed fluctuations is still under investigation.

Most of the theoretical work related to tokamak transport has been devoted

to the drift wave in all its v&riations (collisional through collisionless).

With a few exceptions, linear theory of drift waves is fairly well

understood. Current research Is therefore largely devoted to the development
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of models to describe the nonlinear behavior and associated particle

transport.

A complete nonlinear theory of drift waves must explain the amplitude

of the density fluctuations measured in tokamaks, the shift of the k

spectrum (integrated over u/ towards long wavelength and the broad

frequency spectra (for a given k).

The most convincing calculations of the nonlinear interaction of drift

waves are described by the Hasegawa-Mima equation in which the electrons

are described by a Boltzmann distribution and the full ion fluid

nonlinearities are retained.8 This equation describes "the isotropization

of the wave spectra perpendicular to B at short wavelength and the

cascade of the energy towards long wavelength. The stationary k spectrum

which arises from this equation is in reasonable agreement with experimental

observations. This work could be reasonably extended by including

realistic sources and sinks to describe the excitation and absorption of

wave energy. The magnitude of the fluctuations could then be calculated

and compared with the observations.

To date there is no theory to describe the broad frequency spectra with

spectral widths Au ~ u ~ u* for a given k. Such broad spectra apparently

imply that the fluctuations evolve to a strongly nonlinear state since

according to quasilinear theory Aw ~ y ** ">* Such broad spectra are

also seen in particle simulations of drift waves.^

The simplest estimates of transport associated with drift waves are based

on quasilinear theory. The most careful comparison of the quasilinear
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predictions of transport and actual experimental measurements has been

carried out by Hoi ton and Estes.1^ In carrying out such a comparison

with experiments the importance of accurately calculating drift wave

stability accurately as function of radius cannot be overemphasized. One

dimensional transport codes often invoke overly simplified stability

models which lead to nonsensical results. In making their comparison,

Horton and Estes express the electrostatic fluctuation level as a constant

free parameter a times the wave energy bound, where a ~ .1 - .2 is

calculated once for each tokamak to give the best fit of the experimental

data. The spatial variation of the quasilinear transport rate with minor

radius r was found to be in reasonable agreement with the experimental

observations.

A smjor limitation of nearly all the previous nonlinear investigations of

drift wave turbulence has been the nearly complete neglect of magnetic

shear. Because of the importance of shear on the linear stability of the

mode, the neglect of shear is certainly a questionable approximation.

Molvig, Hirshman, and Whitson attempted to address this issue by including

cross field diffusion in the radial eigenvalue problem.^ Radial diffusion

was found to first destabilize and then stabilize the drift mode. While

later calculations have led to some uncertainty as to the validity of

their specific results, the general importance of including shear in the

nonlinear investigation of drift wave turbulence is now widely recognized

and further work is in progress.*2

Particle simulation has also contributed substantially to our understanding

of transport by drift modes. Frank Cheng discussed hi6 work with H. Okuda on
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the toroidal particle simulation of the trapped electron instability.^

The k spectrum and to spectrum of the observed fluctuations are in good

agreement with the experimental observations. An important conclusion of

the work was that the excitation of convective cells was greatly reduced

in comparison with previous slab simulations, presumably because the

average minimum B tokamak geometry causes the convective cell to become a

finite frequency mode.14. The primary limitation of particle simulation

in predicting tokamak transport is the use of artificial parameters (in

particular large values of Pg/Ln) which make extrapolations to actual

experiments difficult. Current work includes the development of a steady

state transport code which recycles transported particles.15

The development of a fluid code to simulate drift modes and transport

in tokamaks would allow flexibility in considering more realistic

parameters and should be considered. Such a fluid model would not pro-

perly treat the trapped electrons. Nevertheless, the experimental evidence

does not appear to indicate that the trapped particles are of overriding

importance in the tokamak confinement problem.

The influence of tearing mode activity on transport in tokamaks was

discussed by Jim Callen. The m = 1 typically does not strongly influence

transport because the sawtooth activity is localized near the center of

discharge (ISX-B being a possible exception). The m « 2 tearing mode, on

the other hand, is severely detrimental to confinement. The longest

confinement times are typically obtained on discharges with sawtooth

activity and little or no m • 2 activity. In comparing theory and
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experiment and also In developing scaling laws, it is essential to discard

data from discharges with high m » 2 activity and significant levels of

line radiation. Wendel Horton remarked on the extreme usefulness of the

fluctuation measurements in focussing theoretical work on the most

important problems. In addition, he pointed out the implications of the

probe measurements showing a lack of correlation between electrostatic

and magnetic microturbulence.

J. F. Drake
University of Maryland
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DIRECTIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH AND
EXPERIMENTAL/THEORETICAL COLLABORATION

C. Surko summarized the experimental side of the two days' deliberations.

He remarked that programmatic emphasis on increasing temperature and

density in state-of-the-art confinement tokamaks had severely limited

machine time devoted to fluctuation measurements (as mentioned earlier,

one day's running time has been so committed on PLT in the last five

years). The difficulty of getting committed time for fluctuation

measurements on TFTR will probably be at least as acute, and remote

handling restrictions will make most experiments very much more difficult.

There is, therefore, a need for increased emphasis of fluctuation

measurements on the exist*ng large devices if rapid progress is to be

made. Progress can also be made with experiments on smaller research-

dedicated tokamak devices where programmatic pressures are not so high,

such as the one already operating at Caltech; however, the direct relevance

of these experiments to larger devices must itself be a subject of

continued research.

Several possible fluctuation measurements that are realizable from electro-

magnetic scattering and emission experiments were enumerated, such as

variation in electron density ne, electron temperature Te, and such

correlations as <neAif>, where y is the scalar potential, and <Tene>.

The fractional fluctuation in electron temperature, Te/Te, could be

measured to 2% accuracy over a volume of 1 cm. x 1 cm. x 0.1 cm., if

there were a stimulus to do so. (It is implicit in this discussion that

electrostatic variations are the dominant ones over the magnetic fluctuations,
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and the latter are not at present readily accessible to scattering

measurements.) A particularly interesting question might be the relation

of fluctuations in temperature to fluctuations in density, <Tene>.

In particular, are correlation lengths for temperature fluctuations and

density fluctuations the same? If not, why not?

Much of the present evidence for magnetic fluctuations is indirect and

inferential. For direct, and internal, magnetic fluctuations measurements,

probes (and thus cooler and less dense plasmas) are required; therefore,

there is a unique role for the smaller research tokamaks. It is largely

unknown as to the extent to which magnetic fluctuations and electrostatic

fluctuations are related. For example, such correlations as <B ne>

are of interest and could be measured. (Parenthetically, no currently

available theoretical description contains the self-consistent machinery

for discussing such correlations either.)

A summary of the current state of scattering measurements of electron

density fluctuations followed. Measurements of ne/ne, accurate to

within about a factor of two, currently span the range of 0.005 to 0.5.

The spatial distribution of ng/ne typically tends to be higher at

the outer boundary of tokamak plasmas than inside, n itself is

more nearly uniform, and can be either an increasing or decreasing function

of radius, though the former is the more usual. Wave number spectra

currently span a range of about a factor thirty, with a reciprocal ion

gyroradius typically lying near the upper end. The two perpendicular (to B)

components of average wave number are typically at least an order of

magnitude greather than the parallel component. A direct measurement
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of k|j appears to be difficult, but would be very useful. Though

rather similar wave number spectra are observed in different regimes,

little attention to the degree of their universality or the extent to

which they can be fit with a single function has as yet not been given.

Large "convective cells" (vortex structures with k|| = 0 ) have not been

observed in probe experiments, and could be missed with scattering

experiments.

Electrostatic probe measurements for <nev> or <neE> correlations would be

useful for discussing particle transport. Ion-beam probes (such as now

exists at R.P.I.) may be useful for measuring electric field fluctuations

and <nE> in hot tok&mak plasmas„

Several possible direct measurements for transport properties were

enumerated. The possibilities of inLroducing perturbative increments on

local temperatures, or particle density, say, and watching their spatial

and temporal evolution, were briefly discussed.

A rather free-form discussion of desirable future emphases and new

diagnostics followed.

Of some concern was the call for "piggy-back diagnostics," by means of

which fluctuations measurements could be carried out simultaneously with

confinement experiments. From the programmatic point of view, this seems

highly desirable, but several experimentalists said their experience had

convinced them that this was unrealistic. In order to perform a diagnostic

experiment, control of the plasma parameters is required.
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Studies of disruptions, such as those begun a few years ago in the

Australian LT-3 tokamak, could be usefully studied with both probes and

scattering experiments, in the smaller tokamaks, and X-ray emission

experiments on large tokamaks. Of the various tokamak situations, this

is the one perhaps most accurately modelled by MHD turbulence theory.

A request was made for changes in the format of data presentation to

include the relevant profiles and operating parameters on the same figures

as the ones in which the scattering data are presented. Also, inclusion

of the simultaneous presence of MHD activity, if any, should be indicated

as an aid to theoretical considerations. Simultaneous confinement and

fluctuation measurements in a well-diagnosed setting should be striven for.

Probe measurements, the evolution of artificially-induced pulses, and the

history of evolving profiles, received repeated emphasis throughout the

discussion. It was suggested that the evolution of magnetic islands

could be studied after generation with a pulsed signal to an external

helical winding.

A detailed study of fluctuations and transport at the edge of tokamak

plasmas might prove useful. This region is accessible to both probe and

scattering techniques, and the anomalous transport in this region appears

to be very large.

Some criticism of the extent to which experiments were being programmed

"from the top down" was voiced, and the suggestion was made to reserve

25% of the running time for local experimentalists, well below the
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management level, to use in response to their own judgment as to what

needs to be done.

C. S. Liu summarized the theoretical discussions that had occurred during

the two days. He opened by remarking that linear stability theory, fo

which much effort has been devoted and which is still imcomplete, had

proved useful in suggesting rough frequency and wave number ranges over

which fluctuations might be expected, but was insufficient either to

interpret the existing observations (particularly the frequency spectra)

or to calculate transport properties. Nonlinear efforts, involving a

substantial component of numerical computation, were recommended. Several

of these were: (]P ise of various proposed closures of the turbulent

hierarchy, such as the direct interaction approximation, and/or the very

recent Texas computation, to follow the evolution of disruptive and/or

turbulent situations; (2) MHD computations on the resistive evolution of

tearing modes for various current profiles; (3) particle simulation codes

of the kind in use at Princeton, involving many degress of freedom and

use of state-of-the-art computing facilities such as the CRAY; and (A) the

introduction of fluid-like numerical methods for following essentially

hydrodynamic transport.

David Montgomery suggested that absent in much of the current effort seem

to be two ingredients which have previously typically characterized

physics at its periods of most rapid advance: (1) the possibility for

rapid feedback from experiment to theory, where both function interactively

and frequently revise their perspectives and directions in response to

what happened from their most recent initiative; and (2) a wide "idea
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pool" of perspectives and devices which, in effect, cover several of the

bets in an uncertain situation. The monolithic character of the CTR

program in the last decade, predicated on the assumption that a reactor

is just around the corner, has had the effects of: (1) producing a

generation of very few, very large devices which lack flexibility and for

which high-risk experiments, or anything speculative, are unthinkable;

(2) producing an orthodox, narrow set of problems which are legitimate to

work on, and which acquire a more highly specialized jargon and set of

referents than they deserve; and (3) causing very long time lags between

any theoretical suggestion and its implementation in an actual experiment.

The view was expressed by one of the senior experimentalists that "time

is running out" for tokamak fluctuation measurements. If so, the above

features of the way tokamak research has been oriented may have something

to do with this feeling that time is short. A generation of research-

oriented plasma devices (such as, but not exclusively, tokamaks), less

"managed," and freer to follow the instincts of the local experimentalists,

might take some of the pressure off, and encourage the innovativeness

that, indeed, led to the idea of a tokamak in the first place.

D. Montgomery
William and Mary



Appendix A

LIST OF ADDRESSEES:

Dr. James Drake
Laboratory for Flasma and
Fusion Energy Studies

University of Maryland
Coliege Park, Maryland 20742

Dr. C. Wendell Horton
Fusion Research Center
Physics Department
University of Texas at Austin
Austin, Texas 78712

Dr. Pat Diamond
Institute for Fusion Studies
University of Texas at Austin
Austin, Texas 78712

Dr. Paulette Liewer
Dept. of Electrical Engineering
California Institute of Technology
Pasadena, California 91109

Dr. Stewart Zweben
Dept. of Electrical Engineering
California Institute of Technology
Fasadena, Ch 91109

Dr. Steven P. Kirsmar:
Oak Ridge National Laboratory
P. 0. Box Y
Oak Ridge, Tennesee 37E30

Dr. Akira Hasec^wa
Bell Telephone I.abrratories
600 Mour.tair. Avenue
Murray Jlill, New Jersey 07974

Dr. Cliff Surko
Bell Telephone Laboratories
600 Mountain Avenue
Murray Hill, New Jersey 07974

Dr. David Montgomery
Department of Fhysics
College of William and Mary
Williamsburg, Virginia 23185

Dr. Hideo Okuda or
Dr. Frank Cheng
Plasma Physics Laboratory
Princeton University
P. 0. Box 451
Princeton, New Jersey 08544

Dr. James D. Callen
Nuclear Engineering Depsrt.r.~nt
University of Wisconsin_
Madison, Wisconsin 53706

Dr. William M. Tang
Plasma Physics Laboratory
Princeton University
P. 0. Box 451
Princeton, New Jersey 08544

Dr. Ernesto Muzzacato
Plasma Physics Laboratory
Princeton University
P. O. Box 451
Princeton, New Jersey 08544

Dr. Neville Luhir.ann
Center for Plasma Fhysics and
Fusion Engineering

Boelter Hall, 7731
University of California
405 Hilgard Avenue
Los Angeles, California 90024

Dr. Kenneth W. Gentle
Fusion Research Center
Physics Department
University of Texas at Austin
Austin, Texas 78712

Dr. Ronald E. Waltz
General Atomic Company
P. O. Box 8160S
San Diego, California 9213S

Dr. Masanori Murakami
Oak Ridge National Laboratory
P. O. Box Y
Oak Ridge, Tennessee 37830

Dr. David Overskei
Plasma Fusion Center
Ma=sa~husetts Institute of Technology
190 Albany Street
Cambridge, Massachusetts 02139



Appendix B

April 20, 19S1

TO Those on Attached List

Dear Colleague:

7ou ara invited to attend a planning workshop on fluctuation* and anosaalous
transport in tokamak* on Kay 7-6, 1981, at th« Adult Education Canter of the
University of Maryland, College Park, Maryland. The primary purpose of this
meeting will be to recommend an experimental/theoretical program aiaed at
predictive understanding of tokaaak particle and electron energy confinement.
•/tvis msetlng is sponsored by the Office of Fusion Energy and th« University
of Maryland.

In order to facilitate interaction, the sise of the Meting has been limited
to a snail, and roughly equal, amber of experimentalist* and theorists. The
structure of this meeting will be informal in order to allow for adequate
discussion. The tentative agenda is enclosed, bat we would welcome your
suggestions for improvements. Mease cone prepared to participate; think
strongly about what experiments, theory, and diagnostic? -**velopnents will
be cost likely to yield predictive understanding of the presently anomalous
processes governing tokasak transport. We will be soliciting stannary talks
and discutcion leaders; in addition, you are encouraged to bring a fc-< view-
graphs describing your own work.

Within a few days you will receive logistics information regarding this
meeting, Including a description of lodgings available in the Adult Education
Center. Thank you for your willingness to participate.

Sincerely,

/s/ W. L. Sadovski for

David B. Nelson, Chief
Fusion Theory and Cmputer

Services Branch
Division of Applied Plasma Physics
Office of Fusion Energy
Office of Energy Research

ec:
J. Decker, ER-54
A. Davies, ER-55



Appendix C

Planning Workshop on Fluctuations and
Anomalous Transport in Tokamaks

Tentative Agenda

Thursday, May 7

Morning Experimental measurements of anomalous transport in tokamaks and
deduced confinement scalings. Relationship between electron
thermal conductivity and particle diffusivity. Fluctuation
measurements (density, temperature, B, E) and their variation
with plasma parameters. Convective flow from MHD activity vs.
thermal conductivity.

Afternoon Theoretical models of anomalous transport and their relation to
the experimental data. Strong vs. weak turbulence. Micro-
instabilities vs. MHD. Observables predicted by the theories
(spectra, correlation lengths, etc.).

Summary: Present understanding of processes influencing
anomalous transport.

Friday, May 8

Morning
and Early
Afternoon

Discussion of needed experimental data and theoretical models.
Prioritization based on importance and chance of success.
Formulation of recommended research plan. Writing assignments
for report of meeting.


